LogOn Baltic Open seminar
13.9.2007 in St. Petersburg
Hotel Moscow

Programme

Open Seminar

location: Nevsky -hall

13:00 - 13:15 Opening the LogOn Baltic seminar  
Alexey Chumak & Tom Essén  
Welcoming words
- Alexey Chumak - Vice Chairman, Saint Petersburg Government Committee for Transport and Transit Policy
- Vladimir Skorohodov, Local Support Office EU-Russia Cooperation Programme
- Sergey Nikolaev, Head of the Department of the Saint Petersburg Government Committee for External Relations

13:15 - 13:35 Presentation of the LogOn Baltic project and overall results  
Prof. Lauri Ojala, Turku School of Economics

Prof. Wolfgang Kersten, Hamburg School of Logistics

13:50 - 14:05 LogOn Baltic results: Case Saint-Petersburg  
Elena Timofeeva, Saint Petersburg Government Committee for Transport and Transit Policy

14:05 - 14:20 Logistics in Saint-Petersburg region  
Prof. Valery Lukinsky, Saint Petersburg State University for Engineering and Economics

14:20 - 14:35 ICT in Saint-Petersburg  
Yuri Ardatov, St. Petersburg Development Agency

14:35 - 14:50 New ICT approach for time reduction in logistics operations of Saint-Petersburg Port  
Alexey Chumak, Saint Petersburg Government Committee for Transport and Transit Policy

14:50 - 15:00 Open discussion and closing  
Moderated by Prof. Lauri Ojala

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee

Venue

Hotel Moscow

Address:  
Alexander Nevsky Sq. 2, St. Petersburg, Russia  
Front desk: +7(812) 274-0022  
Fax: +7(812) 274-2130  
E-mail: servis@hotel-moscow.ru